Impact of trisomy 8 on expression of genes located on chromosome 8 in different AML subgroups.
Trisomy 8 is the most frequently observed trisomy in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) occurring as a sole karyotype abnormality or in addition to other chromosome aberrations. It was the aim of this study to analyze the impact of trisomy 8 on the expression of genes located on chromosome 8 in distinct AML subgroups characterized by different chromosome abnormalities in addition to trisomy 8. Gene expression analyses were performed on a total of 567 AML cases comprising the following subgroups: +8 sole, +8 within a complex aberrant karyotype, +8 in addition to t(15;17), inv(16), t(8;21), 11q23/MLL, or other abnormalities, AML with normal karyotype and the before mentioned subgroups without trisomy 8. A significant higher mean expression of genes located on chromosome 8 was observed in subgroups with +8 in comparison to their respective control groups. A varying number of significantly higher expressed genes was identified in all comparisons. No gene was significantly overexpressed in all comparisons, and no distinct gene expression pattern was identified allowing the identification of cases with trisomy 8. In conclusion, the gain of chromosome 8 leads to a higher expression of genes located on chromosome 8. However, no consistent pattern of genes was identified, which shows a higher expression in all AML subtypes with trisomy 8. These data suggest that trisomy 8 rather provides a platform for a higher expression of chromosome 8 genes which are individually up-regulated by the respective primary genetic abnormalities. Therefore, trisomy 8 in AML determines no specific disease characteristic but is a disease modulating secondary event.